Spend Planning Features

Introducing FI’s new Acquisition
and Spend Planning Solution (ASP)

n

Create, manage, track, and compare multiple spend plan
versions

n

Concurrently manage multiple plan versions (for example,
full budget and CR plans)

n

Rollup, analyze, and compare plans at multiple levels and
budget elements (e.g., agency, fiscal year, organization,
program, object class, and others)

n

Create alternate versions of plans based on scenario
parameters

n

Work in your everyday workspace through native integration
with Microsoft Office, including Outlook, Word, PowerPoint,
and SharePoint

n

Leverage FedRamp certified platform with robust workflow,
approvals, auditing, and security down to the field level

Acquisition Planning Features
Acquiring resources is a critical, yet challenging and time-consuming process for agencies.
Often, it requires input and action from multiple groups, each of whom play different, yet
mutually dependent roles. From spend plan development, through acquisition planning, all
the way to acquisition execution, stakeholders often lack the tools to collaborate and gain full
visibility across all stages of the acquisitions pipeline. Until now.
The Acquisition & Spend Planning Solution solves this problem by giving every stakeholder
insight into every acquisition throughout its entire lifecycle. Program staff, budget officers, and
procurement officials alike can use the tool to collaborate and track each acquisition from start
to finish. Developed using extensive feedback from acquisition and finance executives, the
Acquisition & Spend Planning Solution is a powerful, highly adaptable system that supports
the entire process. Serving as a centralized catalog for all acquisition activities, our solution
provides users with status updates, automated procurement package tracking, and enterprisewide reporting and dashboards.

n

Create, manage, update, and track the status of acquisition
actions throughout the lifecycle

n

Enter data directly or integrate with MS Excel workbooks
through native XML-based API

n

Automatically determine date due to procurement based on
target award date and custom-configured PALT parameters

n

Track associated artifacts, such as timelines, scope
statements, and market research that become part of the
procurement package

n

Provide library of pre-defined templates and best practices
to help users create procurement package components
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Gain Insight into Acquisitions
Define Your Needs: Structure your organization’s thinking
around acquisitions using the ASP’s intuitive purchase planning
system.
Develop Timelines & Milestones: Use the ASP to develop
timelines for each step of the acquisition process. Stay on
schedule by tracking progress across all acquisitions.
Submit Procurement Packages: Reduce the time it takes to
compile and submit your procurement packages with the ASP’s
document organization capability.
Track Released and Awarded Solicitations: Easily track which
solicitations have been released and where they are in the
review process using ASP’s built in dashboards.

Better visibility Better planning Better collaboration
n

n

With FI Consulting’s Acquisition and Spend Planning Solution, agencies can achieve better visibility, better planning, and better collaboration. ASP provides agencywide, end-to-end visibility to the spending pipeline, from spend budgeting to acquisition planning, to award. With our solution, government organizations can better
align budget/spend planning, acquisition planning, and acquisition execution activities. ASP empowers collaborative procurement between program offices, budget
organizations, and procurement offices.

Program and Administrative Officials
n

Easily manage all the tasks related to your
acquisitions from one simple, easy-to-use
location.

n

Track the status of all of your submitted
acquisitions, access important dates for
planned acquisitions, and manage all of
your paperwork all from one place.

Budget and Finance Officials
n

n

Track and analyze the past, present, and
future costs of all acquisitions with simple,
intuitive reports and dashboards.
Ensure funding is properly allocated and
prevent appropriations from going to
waste.

Acquisition and Procurement Officials
n

Gain insight into the procurement pipeline
before requests cross your desk.

n

Plan your workforce around upcoming
acquisitions and help each of your buyers
stay on top of their schedules.
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